Curriculum Showcase
Subject: Computing

Subject Leader: Rachael Marshall

Our Journey
Set of 30 shared iPads across the whole school 2018/2019. Start of
implementation and blended learning begins in year 3.

60 iPads 2019/2020 – Class 3 to begin 1:1 iPad use and blended
learning becomes embedded.
90 iPads 2020/2021 – Class 3 and 4 1:1 iPad use. Class 3 and 4 to
continue blended learning.
The future – All KS2 classes and year 2 to have 1:1 iPads, blended
learning is embedded.

My Journey
CPD
Apple teacher programme
Showbie and Socrative Leader ship training
Digital Networks with the Trust
Subject leadership course with the Trust
Tynker training – Get ready for the hour of code
How to deliver safe digital deployments – Graham Trick
Currently training to be a computing teacher with National Centre
for Computing Education

Computing Intent Statement
At William Booth we want our pupils to be leaders of technology as we endeavour to create
successful global citizens ready for 21st century life. We want to educate and model how to use
technology safely, positively and responsibly. We recognise that technology can allow creativity,
collaboration, communication and critical thinking across our broad and blended curriculum.
Through the use of technology, the curriculum will be accessible for all and children will leave
William Booth technically skilful, confident and digitally literate.

Computing Implementation
At William Booth we plan carefully for progression in both knowledge and skills from EYFS to Year 6.
We follow the guidance of the national curriculum and tailor the content to suit our context and
vision for the pupils in our school. Due to our developing 1:1 iPad provision, we consider technology
to be a strength of the school and we consider it to be a powerful tool to enhance learning. The
computing curriculum is split into 4 key areas: Problem solving and logical thinking otherwise known
as coding, creative content, digital literacy and e-safety. Problem solving and logical thinking is
taught separately whereas the other 3 areas can be taught in blended curricular lessons. Coding
lessons are designed to develop children’s understanding of computer science and encourage
computational thinking.

Computing impact
How do we evaluate the impact of Teaching and Learning?

We want children at William Booth to enjoy and value the computing curriculum and we will constantly reflect on the
WHY THIS, WHY NOW. We want learners to discuss and reflect and appreciate the impact that computing has on their
learning development and well-being. Finding the right balance between technology is a key to effective learning and a
healthy lifestyle. The way pupils showcase, share, celebrate and publish their work will best show the impact of our
curriculum. We will also look for evidence by reviewing the children’s Showbie showcase and discussing children’s
digital knowledge and skills through pupil voice questionnaires combined with discussions with teachers.

Successes in 2019/2020
Target: To develop staff skills using iPads through the apple teacher program.

8 teachers completed the
Apple teacher program.

Successes in 2019/2020
Target: To implement 1:1 iPads in Year 3 and to record the impact on teaching and
learning.
Children working at a faster pace

Children begin to understand the concept of coding

Improvement in spelling
Improved collaboration and confidence
Children develop the ability to problem
solve and debug instructions
Accessibility for all children
Access to more books
Reduction in teacher workload

Our curriculum

Skills Map for Computing
Early Years Computing
Problem Solving and Logical
Thinking
• Can they explore and interact with
their environment using a range of
equipment? (e.g. using a camera
to take photos, using an iPad to
record videos)
• Can they recognize simple icons,
buttons or shortcuts?
• Can they use appropriate icons,
buttons or shortcuts to complete
an action?
• Can they explore the functions of
a simple programming tool? (e.g.
beebot)
• Can they begin to plan and test
instructions?

Creative Content
• Can they use available
applications and software to
create original content?

Digital Literacy
• Can they collect information using ICT?
(e.g. take photographs, voice
recordings, text)
• Can they recognise and use simple
keyboard commands (space bar,
enter, delete and backspace)?
• Can they input collected material into
simple applications and programs?
• Can they understand the appropriate
vocabulary according to equipment
available?
E Safety
• Do they understand how to identify
age appropriate content?
• Can they act if they find something
they are unsure of (including identifying
people who can help)?

Early Years Greater Depth
• Can they follow and evaluate a set
of instructions (simple algorithm)?

• Can they save or capture and
retrieve their original content?
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• Can they use the keyboard for a
purpose? (e.g. to type a sentence or
story)

Skills Map for Computing
Year 1 Computing
Problem Solving and Logical
Thinking
• Can they create a simple series of
instructions - left and right?
• Can they record their routes?
• Do they understand forwards,
backwards, up and down?
• Can they put two instructions
together to control a
programmable device?
• Can they begin to plan and test
their instructions? (using Beebots)

Creative Content
• Can they create original content
using digital technology?
• Can they use digital technology to
store and retrieve content? (using
Showbie)
E Safety
• Do they know that personal
information should not be shared
online?
• Can they act if they find
something they are unsure of
(including identifying people who
can help; minimising screen; online
reporting using school system etc)?

Digital Literacy
• Do they recognise the different forms of
digital communication (e.g. emails
address, twitter handle etc)?
• Can they understand the appropriate
vocabulary according to equipment
available?
• Can they develop awareness and use
of keyboard layout and use navigation
skills appropriately (e.g. backspace,
enter, spacebar, mouse)?

Year 1 Greater Depth
• Can they use and apply logical
thinking to solve a problem
involving programming? (e.g.
programming a BlueBot with a
missing direction button)

• Can they use digital technology to
organise and edit content? (e.g.
text in an app, editing images)
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Can they apply their navigational skills for
a specific function or purpose? (e.g.
capturing a photo in the Camera app
and importing this into another
appropriate app)

Skills Map for Computing
Year 2 Computing
Problem Solving and Logical
Thinking
• Can they predict the outcomes of a
set of instructions?
• Can they program using sequences
of instructions to implement an
algorithm?
• Can you create an algorithm for
your partner to debug? (using Box
Island)
• Can they test and amend a set of
instructions?

Creative Content
• Can they find information on a
website?
• Can they use a web page as a
resource?
• Can they experiment with drawing
tools, text, pictures and animation
to create content (e.g.
presentation, eBook [using
Keynote])?

Digital Literacy
• Can they communicate safely
online (e.g. reply to email, respond
to tweet, reply using Showbie
Discussions)?
• Can they create, edit and format
text (insert/delete words, use
bold/italics/underline)?

• Can they create content (e.g.
presentation, video, animation) in a
small group and record the
narration?
E Safety
• Can they recognise advertising on
websites and learn to ignore it?
• Can they begin to evaluate
websites and know that everything
on the internet is not true?

Year 2 Greater Depth
• Can they appreciate that some algorithms are more efficient than others and use methods of efficiency to test these?
(e.g. most efficient method to enable a sprite to move left and right along the x axis or up and down along the y axis)
• Can they use digital technology to create, organise and edit a range of content for a specific purpose using an
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appropriate app?
• Can they consider how text is presented and formatted and adapt this to suit the purpose of a document?

Skills Map for Computing
Year 3 Computing
Problem Solving and Logical
Thinking
• Can they experiment with variables
to control models?
• Can they give an on-screen robot
directional instructions (e.g. 90/45
degree turns)?
• Can they write more complex
programs (leading to varying
outcomes)?
• Do they understand input and
output?
(using: Playground-Swift, Apple- Learn
to Code1)

Creative Content

Digital Literacy

• Can they use editing software to
manipulate media (e.g. crop, add
effects, manipulate audio)?
[use iCanCreate – photo]
• Can they manipulate sound?
[use iCanCreate – photo]
• Can they combine text, images and
sounds and show awareness of
audience? (using Pages)

• Can they open and send an
attachment?
• Can they find relevant information
by browsing a menu?
• Can they search for an image, then
copy and paste it into a
document?
• Can they copy and paste text into
a document?
• Do they know how to manipulate
text (e.g. underline text, centre text,
change font and size)?

E Safety
• Do they recognise the difference
between the work of others which
has been copied (plagiarism) and
restructuring and re-presenting
materials in ways which are unique
and new?

• Can they save files (e.g. word doc,
pictures) to an appropriate folder
(using Showbie)?

Year 3 Greater Depth
• Can they recognise the impact of keyword choice on search engine results? (e.g. results ranked according to relevance or
reliability of content and credibility of sources)
• Can they use a range of block code to identify and evaluate the most efficient and appropriate use? (e.g. events, motion,
sensing, sound, control)
• Can they evaluate content (created/researched) against a given
goal? (e.g. research used to create a narration for a
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• Can they edit creative content by evaluating it whilst considering the impact on an audience?

Skills Map for Computing

Year 4 Computing
Problem Solving and
Logical Thinking
• Can they use repeat instructions to
draw regular shapes on screen, using
commands?
• Can they experiment with variables
to control models?
• Can they make turns specifying the
degrees?
• Can they make accurate predictions
about the outcome of a program
they have written?
• Can they give an on-screen robot
specific directional instructions that
takes them from x to y?
(using: Playground-Swift, Apple- Learn
to Code 2)

Creative Content

Digital Literacy

• Can they capture images using a range of
devices (e.g. webcams, screen capture,
scanning, visualiser and internet)?
[use iCanCreate – iMovie]
• Can they select media to download, import or
export?
• Can they copy graphics from a range of sources
and paste into a desktop publishing program?
• Can they insert media into a presentation (image,
video, audio)?
• Do they know how to manipulate text, underline
text, centre text, change font and size and save
text to a folder?

• Can they identify the benefits of ICT
to send messages and to
communicate?
• Can they use the automatic spell
checker to edit spellings?
• Can they use a search engine to find
a specific website?
• Do they know how to manipulate
text (e.g. underline text, centre text,
change font and size)?

• Can they create a presentation that is aimed at a
specific audience?

• Can they navigate using an internet
browser (e.g. use tabbed browsing
to open two or more web pages at
the same time, open a link to a new
window)?

E Safety
• Can they recognise that cyber bullying is
unacceptable and will be sanctioned in line with
the school’s policy?
• Do they understand the need for caution when
using an internet search for images and what to
do if they find an unsuitable image?

Year 4 Greater Depth
• Can they design and create content on a computer in response to a given goal, paying attention to the needs of a known audience?
(e.g. digital artwork linked to their topic, themes or core text)
• Can they can give reasons for errors in programs and explain how they have corrected these through decomposition and debugging?
• Can they explain an algorithm using sequence, repetition and selection in their own words?
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Skills Map for Computing
Year 5 Computing
Problem Solving and
Logical Thinking
• Can they combine
sequences of instructions and
procedures to turn devices on
or off?
• Do they understand input
and output?
• Can they plan a solution to a
problem using decomposition
(e.g. developing a computer
game, creating a website)?
(using: Apple Playground, Hello
Byte))

Creative Content

Digital Literacy

• Can they listen, download, produce and upload a variety of
broadcast media (e.g. live streaming, podcast)
• Can they manipulate sounds using audio editing software (e.g.
Audacity)?
• Can they select music from a variety of sources and incorporate
it into multimedia presentations?
• Can they work on simple film editing and use green screens?
(using iMovie)
• Can they use a range of presentation applications?
• Can they use technology to capture a range of multimedia.?
• Can they prepare and then present a simple film? (e.g.
Storyboarding and then filming/editing).
E Safety
• Can they independently, and with regard for e-safety, select and
use appropriate communication tools to solve problems by
collaborating and communicating with others within and beyond
school?
• Do they understand they should not publish other people’s
pictures or tag them on the internet without permission?
• Do they know that content put online is extremely difficult to
remove?

• Can they use bullets and
numbering tools?
• Can they use a search engine
using keyword searches?
• Can they compare the results of
different searches?
• Can they download a
document and save it to the
iPad?
• Can they decide which sections
are appropriate to copy and
paste from at least two web
pages?

Year 5 Greater Depth
•
•
•
•
•

Can they create a multimedia project that contains an appropriately selected range of media? (e.g. audio, video clips)
Can they save an image using a range of commands? (e.g. ‘control’ and ‘save image as’ or ‘drag and drop to ‘downloads’ folder)
Can evaluate content according to its effectiveness and impact on a target audience?
Can they write programs that have sequences, repetitions and variables? (e.g. creating a scoring system as part of a Scratch game)
Do they consider audience when editing media and justify their choices?

Skills Map for Computing
Year 6 Computing
Problem Solving and
Logical Thinking
• Can they explain how an
algorithm works?
• Can they detect errors in a
program and correct them?
• Can they explore ‘what if’
questions by planning
different scenarios for
controlled devices?
• Can design, write and
debug their own computer
control application?
(continue using Apple
Playground and Blu’s
Adventure)

Creative Content

Digital Literacy

• Can they explore the menu options and experiment with images
(colour effects, options, snap to grid, grid settings etc.)?
• Can they add special effects to alter the appearance of a
graphic?
• Can they ‘save as’ gif or i peg. wherever possible to make the file
size smaller (for emailing or downloading)?
• Can they make an information poster using their graphics skills to
good effect?
• Can they present a film for a specific audience and then adapt
same film for a different audience?
• Can they create a sophisticated multimedia presentation? (using
Keynote and iMovie)

• Can they contribute to
discussions online? (using
Showbie)
• Can they use a search engine
using keyword searches?
• Can they confidently choose
the correct page set up
option when creating a
document?
• Can they confidently use text
formatting tools, including
heading and body text?

E Safety
• Do they understand that some material on the internet is
copyrighted and may not be copied or downloaded?
• Do they recognise the potential risks of using internet
communication tools and understand how to minimise those risks
(including scams and phishing)?
• Do they understand that some malicious adults may use various
techniques to make contact and elicit personal information?

• Can they use complex
searches using such as ‘+’
‘OR’ ”Find the phrase in
inverted commas”?

Year 6 Greater Depth
• Can they incorporate images within a document or project where appropriate, using the most effective text wrapping formats within
documents? (e.g. selecting ‘wrap to text’ or layering images in the Photoshop app)
• Can they compare the information provided on two tabbed websites looking for bias and perspective? (e.g. evaluating the source of
content, reliability and credibility of content, sharing information on secure
and encrypted websites)
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• Can they apply a range of logical and computational thinking to program robotics and simulate this using an appropriate?

Coding progression map
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Work scrutiny
Year 4 history
Using technology to inform
Foundation stage
Using instructions

Year 5 geography
Digital maps

Year 6 movies
Using technology to entertain

Year 3 coding
Creating algorithms

Year 6 Children Parliament
Using technology to communicate

Pupil Voice
97% of pupils enjoy
using iPads.

100% of pupils are
using the iPads at
some point during the
day.

92% of of pupils want
to use the iPad more.

61% of pupils are
using the iPads to
read.

59% of of pupils have
access to an iPad at
home.

61% of pupils are
using the iPad for
Maths.

91% of of pupils
believe that the iPads
make them a better
learner.
Results
taken
from KS2
children.

Staff feedback
“EYFS children are encouraged
to use iPads for computing
daily.”

100% of staff believe the iPads
engage boys in their learning.

83% of staff believe that 1:1
iPads would benefit the
children’s learning.

“Completing the Apple teacher
program has given me more
confidence to use the iPads.”

“The computing staff meeting
was so useful and encouraged
me to embrace computing.”

Environment/Displays
Digital resource folders reminder
Simple access to technology

Easy to access passwords

Digital reading interventions

Apps that we use as a class on display

iPad booking systems

